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CONCRETE AS INSPIRATION: MAKERS OF LARGE CANOPIES 

Large structures combining different systems for concrete construction were linked to the abstractionism in 
painting and sculpture around the world during the 1950’s, as a sign of the changing art ideals. International 
imagery of structures for covering large areas includes well known examples on both steel and concrete.  
An important chapter in Modern Architecture is refered to the attempts to reach large spans, which devel-
oped into great examples of beautiful spaces for different functions. The development of those amazing 
canopies in the works of Eero Saarinen, Eduardo Torroja or Felix Candela is linked not only to the architecture 
of churches, great auditoriums or gymnasiums but to buildings for industrial production or services infrastruc-
ture.  
The use of standardized parts for factories and corporate buildings was the opposite option, as used by Albert 
Kahn or Mies van der Rohe among others. Modern architects tried to reach the ideals about the industry, ma-
chine’s aesthetics and optimized use of materials with different criteria, bringing a new dimension to industrial 
buildings, making them as important as other typologies. Good quality in architecture, expressiveness and 
good finishing were supposed to be important for traditional functions as it was for the industrial buildings, a 
kind of cathedrals of new productions systems and economies. 
Taking advantage of its oil wealth, industrialization in Venezuela was remarkable compared to other Latin-
American countries in the mid of the Twentieth Century. That was the key for its insertion into modern culture, 
together with much larger countries, like Mexico or Brazil. Then there was a successful appropriation of modern 
architecture with new compromises to weather, technology and expressiveness. 
Cooperation among architects and engineers produced works with excellent quality in Venezuela. Concrete 
folded plates, shells and other kinds of active surfaces where achieved during the fifties, using the plastic 
properties of concrete for making structures in which the canopy is the main characteristic for a building or a 
set of buildings. Shapes, dimensions and textures were responsible for much more than keep the building 
standing. Those were the ingredients to materialize the architects and engineers ideals. 

ABSTRACT: Architecture in Venezuela during the 1950’s decade implied projects and works with different ref-
erences to international architecture. This decade witnessed local improvements to adapt international refer-
ences to the tropical weather, and even new applications for building technologies. Those were the leading 
roles for architectural expression, most of them with concrete as the basic component. Large roof canopies for 
different uses were unique structures. Those experiments during the fifties made possible the development of 
standardized design and prefab systems for specific projects during the seventies. In all of them it was impor-
tant to streamline construction schedule, optimize local labour and use of materials. The works discussed on 
this paper represent some of the brilliant collaboration between engineer and architecture in Venezuela, as it 
relates to factories and storehouses. These works are an important industrial heritage, part of modern architec-
ture and fundamental ingredient to the image of this oil Latin-American country during that age. 
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Structures as sculptures 

Well known examples in Venezuela´s architecture during the fifties are the Ciudad Universitaria de Caracas´s 
stadiums stands and auditoriums, built for the Universidad Central de Venezuela. For the buildings at the uni-
versity campus, the architect Carlos Raúl Villanueva worked with distinguished engineers and prestigious local 
and foreign construction companies. 
To develop the Baseball Stadium in 1949, the architect counted on José Sanabria’s contribution, a Venezuelan 
engineer with great experience and meaningful works of great scale like bridges and some large scale build-
ings for the public and private sector, and with Constructura Stelling & Tani, an important Venezuelan con-
struction company. The contemporary Olympic Stadium was calculated by Blas Lamberti and Alfredo 
Rodríguez Delfino, also Venezuelan engineers, but their project was changed by the Danish firm Christiani & 
Nielsen, in charge of the works between 1950 and 1952. The covered corridors and the clock’s tower were im-
portant creative experiences for Juan Francisco Otaola and Oscar Benedetti, both engineers and owners of 
Precomprimido C.A., perhaps the most important construction company in Venezuela during those years. 
For the Aula Magna’s structural project, Villanueva worked with an extraordinary group of engineers, all em-
ployees of the “calculus room” of the Instituto de la Ciudad Universitaria, a public institution in charge of the 
whole project development. All the documents were signed by Villanueva himself with initials signatures from 
Rodolfo Kaltenstadler, Anatoli Kravtchenko and Venezuelan engineers Santiago Briceño Ecker, Daniel Ellem-
berg, Jesús Arcia, Joaquín Xiques, Alfredo Massabie, Esther de Cohen and Luis Rosales (Dembo 2006, pp. 146-
147; Moholy-Nagy 1964, p. 46). The firm Christiani & Nielsen was in charge of the Aula Magna´s construction, 
and although had to incorporate some adjustments to the project, it was built keeping the structural design 
made by that engineer’s team in Caracas (Dembo 2006, p. 151). 
Another important example about the collaboration between engineers and architects in Venezuela were the 
Teleférico El Avila cable car stations, built on both Caracas and Macuto (a small town facing the Caribbean 
Sea at the border of the Mount Avila). For this project, the architect Alejandro Pietri had the idea of using 
concrete folded plates that were calculated and built by Otaola and Benedetti’s construction company be-
tween 1954 and 1956. They performed some works together in which the intentions for making the structural 
concept as a conclusive imprint on architecture was significant. The experience of building of those great 
structures included the achievement of well finished concrete surfaces. Its expressionism has the extra value of 
well done craftsmanship of great artisans, recognizable on the concrete texture left by the wooden form 
works.  
The concrete folded plates covering the workshop areas at the Faculty of Architecture and the Faculty of Arts 
Auditorium were developed as the result of collaboration among Villanueva and his university campus team 
of engineers. Thus, light and extraordinary forms are on students´ daily life, as in the Church for the workers 
housing community 23 de Enero (before called 2 de Diciembre) built in 1957 in cooperation with his disciple 
Juan Pedro Posani. 
As Caracas landscape icon, linked through the cable car system on Mount Ávila was the Humboldt Hotel, a 
cylindrical building tower constructed in 1956 by Tomás Sanabria. The social areas for the hotel were located 
below the concrete vaulted canopies of Oscar Urreiztieta. Those concrete vaults, with different options for 
structural details, were used in a number of projects during those years. Among them, can be highlighted the 
project for Grupo Escolar Carlos Delgado Chalbaud, a school designed by Tomás Sanabria and his partner 
Diego Carbonell between 1952 and 1953. Similar to these vaults was the entrance canopy for Puerto Azul 
Beach Club, built in 1959 by Precomprimido, the company owned by Otaola and Benedetti, although in this 
case, the project was developed by engineers Daniel Camejo Octavio, principal of Carpio & Suárez Archi-
tects, and Bernardo Nouel, from Oficina Técnica de Ingeniería de Puerto. 
Taking the impressive landscape of Caracas as the concept for architectural goals, the main room for the 
Club Táchira was built in 1955 by the architect Fruto Vivas, having Eduardo Torroja as a consultant. The Spanish 
engineer made deep changes to the architect's early ideas, being the result a wonderful piece, evidencing 
the architect’s inspiration on the engineer’s work. 
In the context of great large concrete canopies designed for different activities, there were some projects not 
fulfilled, as it was the chapel for Colegio San Ignacio, by Tomás Sanabria, planned similar to Verbo Encarnado 
and El Conde churches, both built in Caracas by unknown authors. These are just examples of expressiveness 
of modern architecture, ignoring traditional typologies, and reaching the forms of a new monumentality now 
linked to all architecture in a wide range of functions. 
Naturally, with all those experiences and similar projects in the international scenery, the development of new 
building systems became a fundamental component for Venezuelan architecture during the following dec-
ades. Cooperation among architecture and engineering had an important role on that. 

INDUSTRIAL ARCHITECTURE IN MODERN VENEZUELA: INTERNATIONAL AESTHETICS IN LOCAL LANDSCAPES 

Almost all professionals working in such enthusiastic and significant way with concrete structures in Venezuela 
had the chance to work on buildings for industrial functions. As it happened with the rest of Venezuelan mod-
ern architecture, there were different paths from the strong influences given by the international masters to the 
development of aesthetic and corresponding building systems. 
In that sense, some works are of special interest. For example, Tomás Sanabria graduated under Walter Gro-
pius teaching at Harvard Graduate School of Design and all his first commissions in Venezuela have the im-
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prints of his master. Sanabria’s instruction as an architect appeared in the corporative and services buildings 
for Fábrica de Alimentos Heinz, a food factory built between 1959 and 1961. The large roof of the factory itself 
was built with steel trusses. However, the office building, with flat roof, large windows and corridors has been 
realized by the architect himself, as a composition that shows the simplicity of the Bauhaus heritage (Araujo et 
al 1995, p. 113). 
Almost contemporary to Sanabria, Emile Vestuti came to Venezuela graduated from Yale in 1949, and part-
nered with Moisés Benacerraf, a Venezuelan architect also graduated from Yale in 1947. Their first works were 
compromised with the aesthetics of the international style, especially the office building for Cauchos General, 
a tires factory in Caracas. The nowadays disappeared piece built in 1955, was designed under ideas evidently 
linked with Mies van der Rohe heritage.  

Experiences with local improvements 

After the cooperation experiences between engineers and architects in the Fifties, during the following dec-
ade there were some industrial buildings adopting foreign models for concrete, the most used material in 
Venezuela´s architecture. Important examples were located in Morón (in the central coast of Venezuela): the 
Planta de Ensamblaje Volkswagen, the Volkswagen assembling plant, the Industria Metalmecánica Miranda, 
a metal-mechanical industry that produced those car parts that could be locally made, and later the Al-
macén Central de Repuestos, a car parts storage facility. All of these projects were designed under the au-
thorship of German architect Dirk Borhorst in cooperation with Pedro Neuberger, and built by different con-
struction firms since 1963. These industrial buildings show notorious experiments with technologies for 
constructing large roof canopies from Felix Candela’s hyperbolic paraboloids to prefabrication at the con-
struction site. 
A remarkable example of Candela’s large architectural canopies in Venezuela is at Playa Azul Beach Club, 
built by Guillermo Séller and José Chavez, under the supervision of the successful Spanish architect himself. In 
Mexico, where Candela use to live after leaving Spain, colleagues planned different uses of his structures as a 
part of their own projects. Such as Jesús Martí, José Caridad Mateo and specially Óscar Coll Alas, but some 
others like Ovidio Botella made their own great canopies for considerable industrial projects (Vicente 2007). In 
the same way, in Venezuela, some architects, in different public and private companies included those hy-
perbolic paraboloids searching for large areas with minimum of material and great expressiveness. 
For Volkswagen’s assembling plant, the architects’ team planned the repetition of forty hyperbolic para-
boloids and some more for the worker’s services buildings (Figure 1). It was the repetition of an almost stan-
dardized piece built by Alas de Venezuela, a construction company which adopted Candela’s most famous 
achievement. This company was managed by the Mexican architect Alvaro Coto and his Argentinean part-
ner Gabriel Loperena. Alas de Venezuela built these structures, a kind of heritage among all the structures de-
veloped by Candela, in dozens of gas stations, market places and all kind of industrial installations around the 
country. 
The photos of hyperbolic paraboloids under construction in the Volkswagen’s assembling plant allow seeing 
the procedures for the reproduction of the same structure: the sequence of formworks, handcrafted but stan-
dardized work, and the sequence already finished, without the walls for enclosing the area, covering 12.858 
m2 (Figures 2 and 3). There was also another version, with just different dimensions, of hyperbolic paraboloids 
used for making complementary structures for workers facilities and a third version was used for covering the 
electrical supplies system. Those umbrellas were one of the affordable ways of making large roofs for the 
Venezuelan construction industry, especially when compared with pre-stressed pieces offered by some other 
prestigious companies in the country. Attractiveness of the shapes and low maintenance costs in the future 
were important criteria for making decisions about the structural systems. 
 

 
Figure 1: Model for the Planta de Ensamblaje Volkswagen; (Bornhorst archives) 
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Repeating that sculptural piece, the architects achieved a large functional space with the optimum distance 
among columns for the roof canopy; they achieved contributions much more important than the use of Can-
dela’s famous structural form. Beside the beautiful form of these hyperbolic paraboloids, with those industrial 
buildings the architects had the goal of generating a factory well adapted to specific weather conditions, To 
provide a good working environment with minimal use of energy. In order to achieve low temperatures inside 
the building on a really warm and sun-drenched building location, Bornhorst and Neuberger developed an air 
circulation natural system. With water surfaces around the building and using specially designed blocks for 
closing the assembling plant, a comfortable environment for human activities was reached with low energy 
use. As a reward, the factory complex buildings received a special mention on the Venezuelan National Archi-
tecture’s Awards in 1965. 
 

 
Figure 2: The sequence of hyperbolic paraboloids under construction; (Bornhorst archives) 

 

 
Figure 3: The large roof finished; (Bornhorst archives) 

 

 
Figure 4: View of the corporative building below the hyperbolic paraboloids; (Bornhorst archives) 
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The big umbrellas were also the sun protection of the corporate building, placed on one of the longer facades 
of the assembling plant (Figure 4). The horizontality of the one story building was emphasized by the brisse-soleil 
making contrasts with the shadows given by the high sculptural umbrellas. In that way, internal spaces in the 
office building had a low consumption with an appropriate character for businessmen, while being integrated 
to factories activities.  
That contrasting form among industrial and corporate buildings is also evident in the Heinz Factory (already 
mentioned) and in Cauchos General, the tires factory in which Emile Vestuti and Moisés Benacerraf where 
evidently influenced by Mies van der Rohe. Some years after, in 1959, Mies himself was working in the commis-
sion for the corporate building for Bacardí México in Cuautitlán, where Felix Candela was in charge of the in-
dustrial buildings. A great and unique scuptural composition of canopies for rum bottling and a considerable 
number of hyperbolic paraboloids for storehouses make great contrast with the classical composition of the 
steel and glass office building in affinity with other works made by the German architect. 
 

 
Figure 5: A view of the Industria Metalmecánica Miranda; (Bornhorst archives) 

 
Also in Morón, near the future Volkswagen’s assembling plant, Bornhorst and Neuberger designed the industry 
Miranda (Figure 5). The high structural pieces were designed to allow shadows reduce temperature inside the 
working spaces, although this was only the beginning for the air refreshing system to be developed in the later 
building. The Miranda industry was composed by variations of the umbrellas for making a factory building with 
its own services for workers. For that commission, there were used two kinds of structural pieces, some with 5 x 5 
meters, inverted to improve shelter, and 10 x 10 meters each, not much less than the 12 x 12 meters hyperbolic 
paraboloids used on the Volkswagen’s assembling plant, but never as beautiful as the original Candela´s 
shapes. 

Experiences with high-tech concrete 

All those magnificent canopies in Venezuela’s modern architecture were the result of artisan’s skills making 
formworks for pouring concrete. Beside them, there were important infrastructure works in which prefabrication 
with pre and post stressed techniques for bridges and highways were common practice. However, it was only 
by the end of 1960’s decade when those systems became a real option for architects, as it happened for cov-
ering the patio inside the new building of Banco Central de Venezuela by Tomás Sanabria and some other 
good examples.  
At the same time, an ambitious project was taking form: the new wing for the Museo de Bellas Artes, the ex-
tension of the museum of fine arts in Caracas, in which Carlos Raúl Villanueva developed his latest work, es-
saying with post-stressed structures created by him and a wonderful team of local and foreign engineers. 
Villanueva called Pier Luigi Nervi to work together in 1966, but the famous Italian engineer was not available 
for a long trip to Caracas. In his place, he recommended Waclaw Salewski, who had innovative ideas and 
worked with Tadeuz Brzezinski and José Adolfo Peña on the design of a tri-dimensional slab system with post 
stressed cables. The modules, 3 x 3 meters, reached surfaces of 21 x 21 meters for the exhibition rooms. The 
strict building principles for the use of materials in a completely experimental manner, reached an important 
reduction of weight, taking them to their functional limits. At the same time, spaces completely identified with 
building procedures not only inside, but outside as well, were shown in all the facades as leitmotiv. 
By the years when Villanueva was starting the new wing for the museum, one of his collaborators, engineer 
José Adolfo Peña, worked with architects Ignacio Montemayor and Ignacio Zubizarreta in the new building for 
Colegio La Salle, in Valencia, a medium size city about 170 km west from Caracas. A part of the original pro-
ject was built between 1965 and 1967, but it allowed seeing the designers’ intentions to repeat the same 
pieces for all the roof canopies of different highs. Four thin concrete prefab shells with steel frames constitute 
domes with central plastic lanterns. Sequences of those domes are supported by a 10 meter span colonnade, 
everything welded and rigid thanks to the frames used as forms for pouring the cement mix. There is no doubt 
that some professionals in Venezuela were betting for industrialization in building systems. 
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Bet was evident in the beginnings of the Instituto Experimental de la Construcción, IDEC, an institute for ex-
perimental building systems created at the Universidad Central de Venezuela, as a part of the Facultad de 
Arquitectura y Urbanismo. The institution’s aims were to contribute with research and development for Vene-
zuela´s building industry, by solving problems about housing, educational and other building services in the 
country, through the use of new materials, building systems and production procedures (Cilento 2005, p. 31). 
Beside those goals there was a clear relation with the school of architecture, as in linked them with the princi-
ples of prefabrication in the construction industry. 
The founders of IDEC were the same ones as of Unidad de Diseño en Avance, the advanced design unit at 
Banco Obrero, a Venezuelan public institution in charge of housing for workers. Remarkable within these ex-
periences is the Programa Experimental San Blas, in Valencia, an industrial city located in the centre of Vene-
zuela previously mentioned. This was a pioneer program, a laboratory for the development of prefabricated 
systems for different building scales. Today it is recognized as a successful approach to link the country’s hous-
ing problems solution with the available resources and new forms of design and building production for a vari-
ety of concrete technologies, this by strategically using the material on which almost all the country´s con-
struction industry was developed. 
 

 
Figure 6: A detail of the vaulted roof in Motores de Carabobo; (Bornhorst archives) 

 

 
Figure 7: An internal view of Almacen General de Repuestos Volkswagen; (Bornhorst archives) 

 
When a new warehouse for Volkswagen had to be built, again Bornhorst and Neuberger were commissioned. 
The project took place after the previously mentioned works for the German cars manufacturer and after a 
car retailer in Valencia, Motores de Carabobo, built in1966. For that building the architects used a vaults 
modular system by Eternit, having the chance to work with universal prefabricated pieces for large roof cano-
pies (Figure 6). That project was a completely different method for designing, a contrast with the assembling 
plant’s structural design, building system and environmental achievement. 
The new Almacen Central de Repuestos Volkswagen was a new stage for large industrial buildings in Morón. 
Lighting, ventilation and economy were the guidelines at a time when those handcrafted roof canopies were 
not so often built in Venezuela, at least not in such far away location from the capital city. For the project of 
the warehouse in 1970, Bornhorst and Neuberger worked together with Arnim de Fries and Agustín Masseo in 
new building procedures. They designed the 19.70 meters length and 2.30 meters wide prismatic beams (Fig-
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ure 7). In order to be used according Bornhorst and Neuberger’s project, those pieces were poured in situ and 
assembled with simple systems, with no heavy machinery, trying to reduce costs for the client. In Bornhorst’s 
own words, pouring in situ allowed constructing at the same price as regular sheds with iron trusses, but those 
would not have significance as architecture, while the prismatic beams would have some aesthetical value in 
the inner space and some improvement for Venezuela’s building technologies (Bornhorst 1980, p. 150). 
The decision about the new experiment of pouring the forms in situ was based on those previous works, which 
implied handmade forms and antonymous use of universal shapes, looking for economy on covering large 
spaces. The cooperation was successful in that sense in the warehouse for car parts, but probably it never had 
the recognition - reflected on national and international publications – as the assembling building plant had. 
The poetics of those sculptural umbrellas was much more powerful than the efficient beams for the ware-
house, even when these can be included as part of the important steps for the building technologies made in 
Venezuela during those years. 

GENUINE MODERN HERITAGE: INDUSTRY AND ARCHITECTURE 

A particular value has been underlined for modern architecture. It is the value that some buildings have as re-
search representatives, knowledge and building experiences with different materials during the Twentieth 
Century. It is a heritage sometimes hard to appreciate by societies, used to give merits and understand the 
meanings of traditional architecture, and surprised sometimes, for the values of pieces or landscapes in which 
everyday workers life or industrial activities take place. 
That important heritage today has the contradiction of all modern concepts. It doesn’t have the unquestion-
able value that years may confer to some buildings or urban spaces. However, these examples of industrial 
centers or cities, pre-established values are critical to deciding what to conserve, even with new functions, if 
originals are not in use or have been obsolete. 
Probably it would be easier to understand modern architecture when it is linked to visual arts, as those build-
ings that show integration with painting or sculpture in wonderful spaces. It maybe easy to understand unique 
structures, with specific achievements in form and efficiency, but it is also possible to give a place as modern 
heritage to standardized pieces that represent the goals of a complete generation of architects and engi-
neers. Beside the meaning for the ideals in modern architecture, they have an indisputable significance for the 
society linked to those industrial structures. This is a heritage linked with ideals of modern culture, so that rela-
tionships are real to a wide rank of population. 
Fortunately, the understanding of values about heritage is permanently renovating, therefore from that point 
of view, it is possible to insert into societies related to that industrial architecture. New attitude implies new out-
looks about modernity and its social significance. It should be founded in a history that formulates conceptions 
to incorporate those examples with the legitimacy that corresponds in heritage lists and collective memory. It 
is a heritage important for its contribution to local building technologies. It is testimony of adaptation of mod-
ern building technologies to weather conditions and for an aesthetic linked to spirit of its age. In that sense, for 
example, it would be important to carry out research about that wide panorama of architecture with con-
crete as expressive material, not only for large roof canopies but in all sort or buildings with well finished ex-
posed concrete beside those structural achievements. 
 

 
Figure 8: Ruins of Planta de Ensamblaje Volkswagen in Morón, Venezuela; (photo M. Silva, 2007) 
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EPILOGUE 

One early January morning in 2006, the impressing Viaduct # 1, on the way from Caracas to its port, La Guaira, 
crashed down. A whole heritage, more than fifty years of Venezuelan myths of modernity, was gone with the 
weight of the concrete arch. It was finished in 1953 by Campenon Bernard Company, with Eugene Freyssinet 
as consulting for the 302 meters span structure. Its crash was a shock for Venezuelan society and particularly 
meaningful for specialist in architectural modern heritage. 
Demolition of Volkswagen Assembling Plant, in a date near of the viaduct’s collapse, Industria Metalúrgica 
Miranda decay, shows the crisis of some of the buildings that were the scenery for a historical moment, and 
part of the best architecture ever built in Venezuela becoming into ruins during decades. Those structures 
show us that we cannot be a completely modern culture until we are able to see the importance of these new 
temples, not for millenary religious functions but dedicated to modern ways for production or transportation. To 
identify that industrial heritage as cultural heritage, as the place where the values of a society were built, has 
to be priority. In a world with uncertain expectations, especially in Latin-America, that modern heritage ac-
quires the perspectives of testimonies of a society that believed itself modern in a time when almost everything 
was possible. 
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